
 
 

 

 



 

 

 

A.L Wilson stain removers deliver faster, more 
complete stain removal, even on difficult stains lesser 

products leave behind. And they're safer for fabric 
and the environment. Since you maintain textiles 

professionally, you can use Wilson's high-
performance, high-value stain removers to deliver 

more stain-free garments and to earn a spotless 
reputation. 

 

 

 



 
 

1. InkGo, has been reformulated to remove its odour… and to improve its 
performance. InkGo removes all types of ink from all types of fabric, including 
acetate.  InkGo also removes Autoclave Tape and Adhesives.  InkGo is odour free and 
environmentally friendly.  It's biodegradable, contains no chlorinated solvents and 
meets the requirements of California’s Prop-65 and 2013 V.O.C. regulations, and is 
non-hazardous for shipping. InkGo is used on a spotting board and flushed out with 
wet steam or is applied directly to stains and then washed out with hot water. 

2. TarGo EF, our high performance, environmentally friendly P.O.G., removes oil-
based stains from textiles.  You’ll see the difference on the toughest oxidized oils, 
greases, inks, etc. To remove stains easily, simply apply TarGo EF and flush the stain 
out in your major-solvent drycleaning wheel. On the most difficult stains, TarGo EF 
can be used effectively on the spotting board. TarGo EF contains no chlorinated 
solvents, is biodegradable and meets California’s 2013 V.O.C. and Prop 65 
regulations. Use it with confidence! When drycleaning with Perc, use TarGo® Dry to 
remove oily stains.  For laundry or wet cleaning, use Laundry TarGo®. 

3. Laundry TarGo, an environmentally friendly water-base spotter that removes 
oil-based stains in the laundry as well as in wet cleaning or on the spotting 
board.  Laundry TarGo works on even the toughest oil-based stains and can safely be 
rinsed down the drain. When drycleaning with Perc, use TarGo® Dry to remove oily 
stains.  When drycleaning with alternative solvents, use TarGo® EF. 

4. YellowGo, recovers dye-stained fabrics by removing unwanted dye.  Results on 
whites are excellent.  On colours, you have nothing more to lose and everything to 
gain by trying YellowGo.  YellowGo may take out the colour you want to keep.  But if 
it removes the unwanted dye without damaging the underlying colour, you win!  You 
won’t have to pay for the damaged goods, and you won’t disappoint your customers. 

5. QwikGo, removes food, blood, and milk stains.  QwikGo is easy to use and is 
exceptionally safe for use on delicate colours and fabrics. 

6. TarGo Dry, is the best spotter ever for removing tough oil-based stains.  TarGo 
Dry delivers faster, more complete stain removal, on a broader range of oily type 
stains, with greater safety for colours and fabrics. Since it contains chlorinated 
solvents, we only recommend TarGo Dry for use in coordination with drycleaning in 
Perc.  Do not flush to sewer or contaminate ground water. 

7. RustGo, removes rust stains from fabrics… Fast.  Note: RustGo contains 
Hydrofluoric Acid and is corrosive and poisonous.  Read the RustGo SDS and follow 
label precautions.  Always use appropriate Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), 
including hand and eye protection, when using RustGo.   


